
08039:  "an  albrecht  durer  inspired  story  after  talking  much  in  class  about 

medieval  art  from  the  north  and  south  of  italy  not  mentioning  the  obvious 

ambiguities but also inspired by joseph beyus performance holding a dead hare thus 

set in south of germany but then having the hare turned into a playboy bunny to 

then connected to romeo and juliet story with the hair of the hare growing and 

from there and the speed of the hare catching up with time connecting with the 

romolo and remo legend and the founding of rome and the wolf who fed them and the 

centaurs which at the end of the story turned out inverted and fulfilling a 

reversed oedipus complex of killing their mother and fucking their fathers"

17028: "still unemployed and in stockholm looking after my kid and talking walks 

and running and there mostly by the lake experiencing the clouds which i also 

reflect much on the dogs that people often take to walk there but have also many 

horses which we see going by a stable and women and dinosaurs probably from films"

06025: "a rather hard section of jogging with the winter on the way and the snow 

and at first a very cold weather which allowed me to run on the parking lot of an 

abandoned warehouse in front of my nw apartment but then with the ice and the 

melting snow i did went out to run once and felt a bit of a fever and concentrated 

to train indoor at the university gym instead where i finally discovered a step 

machine which i started using for my running as it does not have a motor and i can 

increase and decrease the speed every two hundred meters although it doesn't not 

allow me to go either too slow or too fast giving then rather moderate values"

05044:  "despite  the  winter  being  at  its  peak  i  started  my  major  hiking 

experiencing once more with my left knee not bothering me so much and with all i 

have to seat or stand otherwise at work and on the metro then from the beginning i 

took a major walk from nearby the university across a frozen lake and many suburbs 

and forest and across another lake which brought me to a immigrant ugly suburb yet 

beautifully located and then many a walk otherwise with my kid from the north part 

of town where the commuter rail station is and to the south part where the station 

to  my  commuter  rail  is  but  also  a  nice  walk  with  him  to  åsmund's  birthday 

discovering intuitively a very nice passage by the rail road to the south of town 

and then a beautiful panoramic path along the cost walking all along also in the 

evening with the snow fall and then also walking with august again for small 

different commissions with a rented car in outside shopping malls and back from 

the metro station to his mother's place from where at last with a first day of 

spring i have walked all the way back to the city for hours across the still 

frozen small and big lakes"

16046: "a no longer so cold weather with the temperature oscillating around zero 

and then no longer the bright icy days of january but a constant homogeneous 

cloudiness which has lasted almost throughout all the period but the very end when 

at last there has been very sunny days and a sudden warmth making everything so 

pleasant and nice as an early sign of spring with all the snow now melting away 

and far longer days, turning everything more tolerable"



18041: "an unusual period with very little wind once again probably due to the 

cold winter  season which has however brought in  a  warm wind  in the end and 

slightly stronger wind which i experience on my way to the university on top of a 

hill and yet again very little wind considering all the time i have spent out also 

with my kid"

09041: "a more scattered possibility of recording with my head filled up with 

notions  at  school  and  the  weather  which  none  the  less  offered  a  couple  of 

beautiful weekends where i have been out taking major walks across the frozen 

lakes and inevitably the better off suburbs where my kid lives with his mother 

after our separation of which i don't really think about anymore in my reflections 

but  rather  still  perceive  the  social  enslavement  and  a  desire  for  a  sublime 

nature"

01110: "a period started with a rediscovering of the pleasure of solitude and 

quite an enforcement by going out like a hunter living in the extreme yet bright 

nature lighting fires and cooking but then much routing stuff and gray weather at 

the university and to my son's place where i often sleep over and we try to do 

things in the captivation of the small apartment such as building a shelf till at 

last i made up my mind about all these savings and spent them to restructure my 

apartment so that i can only live in my room and rent out the rest thus we went 

getting all the wood and bathroom and kitchen stuff to rebuild my room and a 

separation wall with doors but also not forgetting my showroom of my exhibition 

which i then start assembling doing much final work and breaking with the inertia 

of too much intellectualizing at the university"

02111: "i have had regular night of sleep in my small studio which has now become 

more intimate and sound proof with finally a big door and all the renovation that 

i have started which has certainly affected my dreams as much as all the seminars 

i had to attend in the past month afrai of my philosophy professor assessment of 

my essays but also dreaming about my colleagues mostly girls from russia but 

particularly a swedish one with whom i get recurrent dreams in which we get 

affectionate  which  is  rather  the  opposite  feeling  i  am  building  up  about  my 

gambian black room mate lamin which i really dislike in my dreams when i meet him 

out at pubs and he looks so ugly also many were the dreams related to my family 

back in italy which i barely saw in the last months but i have talked to on the 

phone  and  the  mountain  avalanche  experience  seems  coming  back  but  not  so 

traumatically despite the fear for ice out on the streets and lastly my relative 

old villa and the family seems to also come back in the picture with also my 

cousin cecilia who i start to confuse for my ex wife"

10051:  "on  my  way  back  to  sweden  after  kalingrad  and  a  time  in  my  native 

mountains with absolutely no new acquaintances just old ones but then in sweden at 

the party meeting many new friends like the girlfriend of my colombian student 

ivan and another latina girl from mexico with some northern italian origins who i



felt a bit attracted to and then a nice italian guy and his barcelona friend 

working for the internet music provider spotify to at last start my new work at 

the university and photographing a full of hope guy studying to be an actor but 

not really getting too much acquainted with my new colleagues with whom i keep a 

professional distance"

04035: "a period with some beautiful spring day and much time spent with my son 

having a good time resuming our small adventures but also a bit of frustrating 

time in his mother house hold waiting for her for the pick up and much frustrating 

time having to attend useless seminars with much of a beautiful weather outside 

but then also having nice evening at times socializing with my colleagues beside 

some moments of sadness particularly after baby seating my son and commuting back 

to my studio apartment where i have been working allot building which made me 

quite happy but also quite overworked and finally taking big walks alone or with 

my kid out in the surrounding nature increasing the energy level"

17029: "still in the city and unemployed taking my kid around for walks along the 

water or alone by the water stopping at the lake on my way to jacek and observing 

the clouds and detecting many aquatic things like birds and also dog and horses 

which correspond much to what i actually see"

12066: "i manage to check the news regularly even though i don't have an internet 

connection at home and have to do it in the office but nonetheless many are still 

the casualties in the syrian civil war and still car bombs in the middle east but 

also executions and chemical attacks and a bus accident killing forty in india"

05045: "quite much walking alone exploring the neighborhood in my now solitary 

weekends without my kid but also with him going back to my previous discoveries 

crossing the bridge to the opposite coasts and also walking with him still across 

the botanic garden still frozen lake and over a small mountain where i used to 

take him many years ago and through a cemetery and roads but then finally walking 

quite allot in berlin to because of a conference and rebelling to the idea of 

seating walking a long way from the hostel to the house of culture and to the city 

but also through the nice tiergrten despite the harsh winter conditions"

16046: "very sunny weather with the snow starting to melt from the beginning and 

the temperature increasing again but then getting cold and snowy only for some 

days till the weather got sunny but the temperature did not really increase and it 

was very cold in berlin when i went for a conference and it was snowy and the wind 

was blowing through the clothes but finally also there the sun came"

18042: "with the increasing of the temperature and the approaching of the spring 

there has been much more wind experienced also quite allot in the city and in the 

forest where i have been taking many walks but then also very little wind as the 

temperature got down agin and much wind again in berlin where it was actually 

colder with a terrible cold wind probably coming in from russia"


